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BACKGROUND
In 2008, Michigan was the subject of a report by the National Legal Aid and Defender Association
entitled: A Race to the Bottom Speed & Savings Over Due Process: A Constitutional Crisis. 2 The
NLADA study involved an evaluation of trial-level indigent defense delivery systems across ten
representative counties in Michigan.3 The NLADA analyzed Michigan’s compliance with the ABA
Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System. 4 “The Principles were created as a practical
guide for governmental officials, policymakers, and other parties who are charged with creating
and funding new, or improving existing, public defense delivery systems. The Principles
constitute the fundamental criteria necessary to design a system that provides effective,
efficient, high quality, ethical, conflict-free legal representation for criminal defendants who are
unable to afford an attorney.” 5 At the conclusion of the year-long study, the NLADA found that
none of the counties studied in Michigan were constitutionally adequate and that Michigan
ranked 44th out of all 50 states in per capita indigent defense spending. 6
In October 2011, Governor Rick Snyder issued Executive Order 2011-12 7 , establishing the
Indigent Defense Advisory Commission, a group of stakeholders that were responsible for
recommending improvements to the state’s legal system. The Advisory Commission’s
recommendations in 2012 8 served as the basis for the legislation known as the Michigan Indigent
Defense Commission Act, which the Governor signed into law in July 2013.9 Commissioners were
appointed in 2014 and the first Executive Director and Staff began working in 2015.
The statute creating the Commission provides: “The MIDC shall implement minimum standards,
rules, and procedures to guarantee the right of indigent defendants to the assistance of counsel
as provided under amendment VI of the Constitution of the United States and section 20 of article
I of the state constitution of 1963…” 10
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STANDARD 4
The Michigan Indigent Defense Commission Act (“the MIDC Act”) allows the MIDC to establish
minimum standards which “ensure the provision of indigent criminal defense services that meet
constitutional requirements for effective assistance of counsel.” 11 The MIDC Act directs the
agency to keep in mind certain principles when creating these standards, one being that “[t]he
same defense counsel continuously represents and personally appears at every court appearance
throughout the pendency of the case.” 12 This includes the defendant’s first time appearing in
court to hear the charges against her. The presence of counsel at this first stage has a drastic
impact on the rest of the defendant’s journey through the criminal justice system, 13 and
outcomes are radically different for defendants with counsel at first appearance and defendants
who appear alone. 14
The United States Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized that the right to counsel is
implicated when the defendant’s liberty is jeopardized, which encompasses a criminal
defendant’s first appearance in court.15 Advocating for the pretrial release of defendants at first
appearance is so significant that doing so is a mandated professional standard for criminal
defense attorneys nationwide. 16 Prominent public interest groups have also emphasized the
necessity for counsel’s appointment “as soon as feasible after accused persons are arrested,
detained, or request counsel.” 17 Despite the documented importance of legal guidance in these
early stages, only 6% of Michigan’s district courts require attorneys to be present at both the bail
hearing and at arraignment.18
A defendant’s very first appearance before the court takes place in the district court and provides
formal notice of the charges pending against the defendant. 19 During this arraignment, the court
advises the client of the charge, tells him of the right to counsel, usually determines eligibility for
appointed counsel and typically sets bail. 20 Nearly all criminal defendants in Michigan are
entitled to bail, 21 and judges are prohibited by law from setting excessively high bail amounts. 22
Judges must fix bail based only on certain factors, such as the seriousness of the offense, the
need to protect the public, the defendant’s criminal record, and the likelihood the client will
appear at future proceedings. 23
As part of its first set of proposed standards, MIDC Standard 4 addresses counsel at first
appearance and other critical stages. 24 Standard 4.A proposes the assignment of counsel
immediately upon the finding of a defendant’s indigence. 25 Since this must be determined “as
soon as the defendant’s liberty is subject to restriction by a magistrate or judge,” 26 Standard 4.A
entails providing counsel at this initial stage. Standard 4.B calls for the presence of appointed
counsel at pretrial appearances as well as for other critical stages of all criminal proceedings.27
The Staff Comments suggest the possible solution of hiring an “on-duty arraignment attorney to
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represent defendants” 28 at every arraignment in Michigan to ensure compliance with the
Standard.29

RATIONALE
THE IMPORTANCE OF COUNSEL AT FIRST APPEARANCE
Appearing for the first time in court without an attorney is a reality for indigent defendants in
Michigan. Data collected through MIDC court watching showed over three quarters of arraigned
clients were not accompanied by an attorney, 30 and over half the clients who pled guilty at their
first appearance did so unrepresented. 31 Whether counsel is present at these proceedings
influences custody and bail decisions, the interests of the client, and overall efficiency. National
and statewide observations of trial court systems show the advocacy of a lawyer at the first
appearance stage has a net positive effect in all three areas.
CUSTODY AND BAIL DETERMINATIONS
In most jurisdictions, judges either set a bail amount at the initial arraignment proceeding or
release the accused on his own recognizance. 32 In Michigan, there is a presumption against
pretrial detention and in favor of a defendant’s release as he or she awaits further proceedings.
Michigan Court Rule 6.106 requires courts to release a defendant on his own recognizance,
“unless the court determines that such release will not reasonably ensure the appearance of the
defendant . . . or that such release will present a danger to the public.” 33 The court must provide
reasons “state[d] on the record that the defendant’s appearance or the protection of the public
cannot otherwise be assured” in order to lawfully deny a personal recognizance bond, 34 and
those reasons must also be indicated on official court forms. 35
However, the presence or absence of a lawyer can be an unintended factor that makes the
difference between release and custody. With a lawyer at first appearance, defendants across
the country are more than twice as likely to be released without bail, and almost five times more
likely to receive a reduction in bail at arraignment. 36 Overwhelmingly, judges imposed higher
financial conditions on uncounseled defendants than on defendants who appeared with their
lawyers. 37 Providing the accused the benefit of counsel at first appearance could make an
enormous difference in the cost of and likelihood of getting out of jail while awaiting trial. 38
IMPACT ON DEFENDANTS
Lengthy pretrial incarceration is associated with excessively high bail, a common reality for clients
without counsel at first appearance. 39 A study of courts in Harris County, Texas, showed that
defendants able to afford bail saw substantially fewer days pass while awaiting trial, and saw
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better chances their charges would ultimately be dismissed.40 Also alarmingly, the probability a
defendant will receive a conviction increases if he remains in jail until the trial. 41
The effect of longer pretrial incarceration extends unmistakably into a defendant’s sentencing.
Defendants detained for the whole pretrial period are four times more likely to receive jail time
– and three times likelier to receive a prison sentence – as defendants released before trial.42
Moreover, both state and federal studies demonstrate these defendants serve significantly
longer sentences than defendants able to make bond. 43
Lacking the advocacy of a lawyer at the first stage can have enormous collateral impacts in the
lives of clients and their families. 44 If he enjoys steady employment, it is unlikely he will keep it
much longer as he sits behind bars, unable to report for work because he cannot make bail.45
Defendants held on bail routinely lose their jobs during pretrial incarceration, and the
consequences of this involuntary unemployment may mean an inability to make rent or pay a
mortgage.46 Eviction frequently becomes a reality for the families of defendants who remain in
jail for long pretrial periods, and family dislocation tends to be another collateral repercussion of
a high bail.47
Counsel at first appearance sets the tone throughout the representation to ensure the most
effective navigation of the legal intricacies of a defendant’s case. The defendant and the court
sees from the outset of the case the advocacy of appointed counsel. Further, to the extent
reasonable conditions of bond can be set, in light of the charge, release decisions can be made
in a more informed manner.
In sum, guaranteeing counsel at first appearance could affect a client’s waiting time in jail, largely
because of counsel’s ability to argue in favor of lower bail amounts. Shorter pretrial incarceration
periods could diminish collateral consequences for the client and her family, and might provide
the client a better chance of acquittal.
INCREASED SYSTEM EFFICIENCY
Guaranteeing representation at first appearance would increase efficiencies throughout the
criminal justice system. In terms of pretrial incarceration costs, taxpayers would spend less if
lawyers were available to argue bail reductions for defendants at first appearance.48 Michigan
pilot programs (see below) showed less use of jail bed space and less jail time between
arraignment and release as defendants were released earlier. Transport costs likewise would be
expected to fall, with fewer in-custody defendants requiring secure escort between a jail and
post-arraignment proceedings.
Courtroom efficiency likewise would increase. Counsel at first appearance could identify or
inappropriate charges earlier on, and bring prosecution attention to these cases. Cases that
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routinely are eligible for diversion or deferred sentencing programs likewise would be identified
earlier on, and before a defendant pleads guilty to an offense that otherwise would be entered
into such a program. Reducing court caseloads with appropriate resolutions along these lines
eases dockets and permits courts to spend more time on the cases that need it. As further
detailed in case studies below, two pilot projects in Michigan showed increased efficiencies
through a decrease in hearings, quicker case dispositions, and an increase in cases resolved
outside of the criminal justice system.
THE IMPORTANCE OF COUNSEL AT CRITICAL STAGES
The language of Standard 4 extends beyond counsel at first appearance by demanding provision
of counsel to eligible defendants “at other critical stages, whether in court or out of court.” 49 The
purpose of this requirement is to assure that each defendant is either represented or makes an
“unequivocal and knowing, intelligent, and voluntary” 50 waiver of counsel when facing any
critical stage during his or her case. Unfortunately, this is not a reality for many Michigan
defendants. As reported in the 2008 NLADA report, members of the American Council of Chief
Defenders observed district court proceedings in ten sample counties throughout Michigan.
They observed that most misdemeanor defendants in Michigan are not afforded the right to
counsel at all, in violation of established Supreme Court precedent.51 In Argersinger v. Hamlin,
the Supreme Court held that, “[A]bsent a knowing and intelligent waiver, no person may be
imprisoned for any offense . . . unless he was represented by counsel at his trial.” 52 This
broadened the defendant’s right to counsel under Gideon to include misdemeanor cases carrying
potential imprisonment as well as felony matters. In 2002, the Supreme Court went further and
required counsel for defendants given probation or suspended sentences that may become
actual incarceration if the defendant violates the terms of her probationary or suspended
sentence. 53
The NLADA conducted court watching in Michigan and reported several troubling anecdotes
about misdemeanants sentenced to probation without attorneys and who also appeared without
counsel at their probation violation hearings. These defendants were often sent to jail following
the revocation of their probation and were never given a chance to meet with an attorney
throughout any stage of the process. 54 One anecdote cataloged a woman who pled guilty
without a lawyer even though she had not waived her right to counsel. The NLADA reported that
the factual basis of this woman’s plea “would [have] raise[d] questions with a defense attorney,”
yet the judge gave her delayed adjudication and a year of probation. 55 Because a probation
violation can directly result in actual incarceration, a lawyer was constitutionally required to
represent her unless she knowingly and intelligently waived counsel. NLADA concluded that
District Courts in Michigan routinely failed to supply counsel to eligible misdemeanants.
Standard 4’s requirement of counsel at all critical stages pushes Michigan jurisdictions to
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eliminate these constitutional violations and provide misdemeanor defendants with counsel to
avoid the unexpected consequences of guilty verdicts.

CONNECTED ISSUES
The MIDC encourages local funding units and communities to address other issues surrounding
indigent defense as they work to provide counsel at first appearance and critical stages. There
exist many national initiatives to improve trial-level indigent defense services that surround bail
reform, risk assessment tools, and pretrial release. Indigent criminal defense systems throughout
Michigan should contemplate the interplay between each of these services and guaranteeing
counsel at first appearance.
BAIL REFORM
In recent years, there has been a nationwide push for bail reform as the disparate consequences
of money bail on poor defendants have become increasingly apparent. Multiple successful
lawsuits against money bail have been brought on behalf of defendants through many avenues.56
In 2015, the nonprofit Equal Justice Under Law brought nine class action lawsuits to challenge
money bail systems in several states, 57 and the organization’s efforts in Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, and Missouri have deconstructed money bail systems throughout cities across those
states.58
Nonprofits are not the only players speaking out against money-driven bail systems. During the
pendency of the 2015 case of Varden v. City of Clanton, the United States Department of Justice
filed a statement of interest reminding the court, “Fundamental and long-standing principles of
equal protection squarely prohibit bail schemes based solely on the ability to pay.” 59 High bail
amounts are imposed on indigent clients who are unable to pay, and those impoverished clients
see disproportionately more time in custody before trial than their affluent counterparts just
because their counterparts have the money for release. 60
DEFERRED SENTENCE PROGRAMS AND PROBLEM-SOLVING SYSTEMS
Counsel at first appearance could also help identify alternative resolution programs, including
deferred sentence programs, earlier in the criminal process. Michigan has many statutory
programs, including those for minors in possession of alcohol, youthful offenders under the
Holmes Youthful Trainee Act, first-offenders in possession of personal use amounts of illegal
controlled substances, and first-offenders charged with domestic violence. In addition, many
counties have local programs involving mental health courts, drug courts for repeat offenders,
and programs that address particular issues affecting the homeless, prostitutes, shoplifters, and
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the like. A defendant charged with one of these offenses but without counsel very well might not
know of these programs and plead guilty without their benefits.
PROSECUTOR PRESENCE
The MIDC has received a number of inquiries relating to the role of a prosecutor in this system
of counsel at first appearance and critical stages. Many prosecutors ask if, like the indigent
defense offices throughout the state, their offices would be required to have a prosecutor at first
appearance under Standard 4. The answer to this question is no. The MIDC standards are binding
on indigent defense systems only, and the choice to staff these arraignments that should be
made by each individual prosecutor office after taking stock of its available resources.
CONFIDENTIALITY CONCERNS
The standard does not require an initial client interview to be in a completely confidential space
if it is solely for purposes of arraignment. The information discussed at this preliminary stage will
be focused primarily on information that would be given to the judge for his or her consideration
for release (including conditional release) under MCR 6.106. It is not the occasion for Counsel to
discuss a detailed strategy for defending the case. Counsel should have the time to familiarize
himself or herself with the allegations underlying the complaint, as well as time and space to
consult with the defendant about those allegations generally, and it is equally important to
gather information relevant to pretrial release including ties to the community, support within
the community, work and education history, physical and mental health, and prior criminal
history. A consultation in a space that is semi-private but where steps are taken to ensure that
the conversation is not overheard meets the standard’s requirement.
Where the defendant intends to enter a guilty plea at arraignment, a confidential discussion
would be required after counsel reviews discovery material. Once a defendant decides to enter
a guilty plea, the nature of the information relayed would change.

COMPLIANCE MODELS – INGHAM, KENT, AND HURON COUNTY PILOT PROJECTS
Beginning operation in the spring of 2014, the 55th District Court in Ingham County and the 63rd
District Court in Kent County instituted SCAO-funded programs designed to provide criminal
defendants counsel at all arraignments. 61 More recently, Huron County began a similar pilot
project in the 73B District Court. 62 These programs explored the benefits and challenges of
counsel at first appearance in anticipation of future MIDC minimum standards. Transitioning into
the programs presented logistical challenges and required collaboration between all
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stakeholders, but the districts adapted to these challenges and implemented largely successful
programs.
INGHAM COUNTY PILOT PROJECT
The 55th District Court in Ingham County implemented their First Appearance Project through a
court appointed counsel system. One of the goals of this project was to determine the
practicality of providing attorneys at first appearance, considering “Michigan indigent criminal
defense systems will [potentially] be required to provide counsel at arraignment.” 63 The first
phase of this project – FAP I – lasted from April 1 through September 30, 2014, and the second
phase – FAP II – lasted from October 1, 2014, through March 31, 2015. During FAP I, four court
appointed attorneys rotated in cycles of half-day shifts, representing each defendant needing a
lawyer during that shift.64 Case assignments arrived in this same way during FAP I, meaning a
lawyer who covered a particular shift was required to follow each of those assigned cases to
disposition.65 This presented significant issues, however, if the attorney on duty had scheduling
conflicts that prevented her from being at arraignment. During FAP I, Magistrates in this county
saw people wait as long as four hours for an arraignment because their court-appointed attorney
was tied up with other cases. 66 Because of this problem, the cases assigned during FAP II were
distributed by the presiding judge based on the date of the case (even date to one attorney and
odd dates to another) rather than based on which attorney was on duty for that day.67
Data collected during FAP I indicates the program was largely a success when evaluating
courtroom efficiency and jail population. The life of a typical case was twenty percent shorter
than it had been in the same period of 2013. 68 The time defendants spent in jail between
arraignment and release declined by twenty-eight percent, and within the same period of time
jail bed utilization also saw a downturn. 69 Through the execution of this project, the 55th District
resolved over thirteen percent of its cases even before arraignment, who often reduced the
charge to a civil infraction or non-reportable misdemeanor. 70 Data for Ingham County’s program
demonstrates that providing counsel at first appearance proceedings is possible and practical, so
long as adjustments are made to accommodate attorney scheduling conflicts.
EXPERIENCES WITH INGHAM COUNTY PROGRAM
Those involved with the program in Ingham County had positive experiences in general, even
though some felt the project demanded more time than expected. Stacia Buchanan has been a
defense attorney with Ingham County for twelve years, and became involved in the program as
soon as it was initiated. 71 She was hopeful the court-appointed attorneys could assist defendants
in better understanding the court system. 72 Ms. Buchanan experienced firsthand the challenge
of needing to be in two courtrooms at once during her arraignment rotations, which occasionally
resulted in lengthy delays for her other non-arraignment clients.73 On the whole, however, Ms.
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Buchanan was able to settle cases while at a client’s first arraignment, which cut down on the
number of court appearances and the times the clerk had to handle a file.74 “An attorney at first
appearance is a valuable step towards providing the counsel guaranteed by the Constitution,”
she concluded.
Magistrate Mark Blumer also spoke of his opinion on the counsel at first appearance project after
both FAP phases in the 55th District Court. He was pleased with how efficient all four on-duty
attorneys have become at obtaining favorable outcomes before matters appear in court,
especially in traffic cases, thereby decreasing docket size. 75 Magistrate Blumer also noticed a
reduction in failures to appear, which he attributed to the increased familiarity the defendant
gained with the process early on. A first appearance accompanied by counsel, he hypothesized,
makes defendants less intimidated and more likely to come back. 76 The Magistrate also observed
a dramatic difference between the number of people who pled guilty before counsel was
guaranteed and the number who pled guilty during both FAP phases. 77 Significantly fewer
defendants pled guilty if they were accompanied by counsel, and those who returned after a “not
guilty” plea often saw reduced charges or sentences. “Logistical issues aside,” he said, “it makes
the system work better both for the court and for the defendant.” 78
KENT COUNTY PILOT PROJECT
From March 2014 through September 2015, at least one attorney from the Kent County Office of
the Defender worked each day as a court-appointed arraignment attorney. 79 Each participating
attorney worked in this capacity for three week rotations.80 The lawyer on duty represented
each defendant appearing in court that day, meeting briefly with all walk-ins and in-custody
clients beforehand to explain the proceeding and obtain bond information. 81 The public
defender conducted video conferences with the in-custody defendants scheduled for
arraignment, which gave the public defender the chance to privately address the group and
briefly counsel each person before his or her arraignment. 82 On days where non-custodial
arraignments were scheduled along with walk-in and in-custody proceedings, a second public
defender would cover arraignments so both courtrooms could be in session at once. 83 For
misdemeanors not requiring victim consultation, the 63rd District Court coordinated with the
prosecutor’s office and conducted pretrial conferences which resolved cases as quickly as
possible, many times on the same day as a first appearance. 84
This program had three goals: improving the county’s public defense system by providing lawyers
as early as feasible after arrest; 85 improving the use of docket time by eliminating easilyresolvable court appearances; 86 and protecting defendants’ rights against incrimination by
utilizing Kent County’s public defenders. 87 The program’s original format provided all arrestees
Request for Court-Appointed Counsel forms which, if approved, guaranteed vertical
representation throughout the remainder of the case. 88 Since the appointment was made as
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early in the process as possible, the logistical issue of collecting forms and reviewing eligibility
information arose. To address this problem, the program provided “limited legal representation
for arraignment purposes for everyone” 89 during its second year. Defendants now wait until
after the arraignment to fill out the form to obtain another public defender for further
representation if they are eligible for representation. The 63rd District Court found that this
modification greatly increased the ease of access to public defenders in a case’s early stages. 90
The project also worked to increase utilization of docket time. March to September of 2014 saw
an eleven percent decline in total hearings – encompassing arraignments, pretrials, and pleas –
from the same time in 2013. 91 That same period in 2015 saw a twenty percent decrease in the
total number of hearings since 2013. 92 Additionally, the 126-day disposition rate for
misdemeanor matters rose slightly from 95.22% to 96.34%. 93 In terms of the project goals, Kent
County saw less success for the second than for the first or third, perhaps because “progress
toward goals #1 & #3 might have a negative impact on progress toward goal #2.” 94 The county
found that providing representation earlier in the process did not always help move cases along
to quicker dispositions. 95 Overall, however, the district found the program effectively protected
the rights of the defendant, and that “sufficient progress [was] made on each of the stated goals
of the grant project.” 96
EXPERIENCES WITH KENT COUNTY PROGRAM
On the whole, those who interacted with the Kent County First Appearance Pilot Project had
positive experiences with the program. Its success seemed to help ease widely held concerns
surrounding counsel at first appearance. MIDC Regional Manager Chris Dennie was a public
defender on duty in Kent County during the project and spoke highly about his experience with
the program. The new procedures, he believed, helped streamline the in-court arraignments.
Because defendants had already spoken with a lawyer, judges spent less court time explaining
the arraignment process to defendants, which allowed arraignments to move quicker than
before. 97 He also spoke of how grateful defendants were for the assistance of a lawyer at first
appearance. 98 “Overall,” commented Mr. Dennie, “I think [the program] was excellent because
of the help it gave to the defendants; that’s the whole point. Courts want to be efficient and
that’s great, but the additional help it provided defendants was an invaluable asset.” 99
In March of 2016, Chief Judge Sara Smolenski and Judge Jeffrey O’Hara for the 63rd District Court
expressed their support for the MIDC’s Proposed Minimum Standards, and lent particular
support to Standard 4. 100 Reflecting on the court’s provision of counsel at first appearance,
Judges Smolenski and O’Hara outlined the details of the pilot program and its successes and
challenges. The judges echoed the program’s singular critique: that considerable time was spent
distributing and collecting forms from every defendant during the project’s first phase. Identified
as a “significant burden on staff resources both at the county jail and the court,” 101 the prepg. 10
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arraignment use of the forms was discontinued and “limited legal representation” for all
defendants at first appearance was implemented during the second grant cycle, calling it “much
more efficient and less burdensome for court and jail staff.” 102 Both Judges endorsed counsel at
first appearance as “the right thing for Michigan,” and as a “protect[ion of] criminal defendants’
constitutional rights.” 103 The 63rd District’s experience with the pilot project demonstrates the
practicality and plausibility of implementing Standard 4 in funding units throughout Michigan.
HURON COUNTY PILOT PROJECT
Beginning in August of 2016, the 73B District Court began providing attorneys for defendants at
arraignment, 104 wishing to take a “proactive approach to the MIDC proposed standard of counsel
at first appearance.” 105 Each weekday at noon, one of the seven or eight arraignment attorneys
arrives at court, receives “a confidential discovery packet from the prosecutor,” and has time to
meet with defendants before the first appearance begins. 106 Arraignments start at 1:30 pm, with
both the prosecutor and the defense attorney present (whether physically or virtually through a
Polycom system at the jail). 107 The attorney on duty represents all defendants for the duration
of the arraignment, and the court passes the file to a permanent court-appointed attorney if the
case continues; 108 that permanent attorney is notified by email of the appointment by the end of
the day.109 Arraignment attorneys are paid $65 hourly and receive compensation for a minimum
of an hour if at least one arraignment takes place.110 During the project – August 2016 to January
2017 – the court saw 352 defendants, and 18% of those defendants had their matters resolved
at the first appearance. 111 The court estimates that this represents an 8% increase in first
appearance resolutions from 2015 numbers.112
Experiences with the pilot project in Huron County have been largely positive. Court personnel
in 73B felt the administrative challenges they encountered at the beginning of the process had
solutions that were simple to implement.113 These included creating “appropriate forms, intake
procedures, and data entry [methods],” 114 and court administrators and prosecutors felt these
fixes “increased their overall efficiency.” 115 In a series of focus groups, arraignment attorneys
articulated the belief that defendants had lower anxiety about the court procedures after this
project, mainly because an attorney provided clients “a better understanding of the process with
which to make informed decisions.” 116 Even defendants’ long-term attorneys saw positive
changes, sharing in focus groups that subsequent hearings and client meetings “run more
smoothly because . . . clients are now receiving clear and comprehensive information at the
outset by the arraignment attorney.” 117 The court plans to continue providing all defendants with
counsel at arraignment.
Based on the data collected from each program and the experiences of the people involved, the
first appearance projects in the 55th, 63rd, and 73rd District Courts were successful, and all three
could serve as models for other local systems looking to provide counsel at arraignment.
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SPECIFIC COMPLIANCE AREAS
It is probable that challenges will arise as each jurisdiction works to provide counsel at first
appearance and critical stages as required by Standard 4. However, the MIDC believes innovative
solutions can be crafted to allow each local indigent defense system to remain in compliance with
the standard, while also prioritizing its individual needs. This section addresses the most
anticipated compliance challenges and gives some guidance for working through them. Local
systems will find some of the proposed tactics work better for certain areas than others, and
these solutions are provided to present problem-solving ideas to offices throughout the state.
This is by no means an exhaustive list of problems and potential solutions that may arise as
compliance efforts begin.

RURAL AREAS AND LOW-VOLUME SYSTEMS
In a jurisdiction with a highly trafficked indigent defense system, there are typically more
attorneys on staff or present in the courtroom on a day-to-day basis. In these areas, it may not
be difficult to find enough attorneys to represent defenders at arraignment. However,
compliance may be more difficult to achieve in rural jurisdictions with low-volume systems.
These systems may not have enough attorneys to cover both the cases in court that day and the
individuals who need to be arraigned. For instance, in some areas of the Upper Peninsula,
criminal attorneys defending clients in the nearest courthouse must drive two hours one way to
do so.118 This means visiting clients can also take four hours round-trip, as the jails are often
housed in the same facility as the court. In these sparse areas, criminal defense accounts for only
a portion of a lawyer’s practice, and frequent periods of unpaid travel time detract from many
lawyers’ desire to participate in appointed counsel systems. 119 As a result, there are very few
defense attorneys in rural northern areas. Consider the structure in Keweenaw, Baraga, and
Houghton counties, where a single defense attorney handles the misdemeanors for all three
counties. Understandably, an attorney in this type of position might be unwilling or unable to
serve as on-duty counsel at first appearance while maintaining his current caseload.
The challenges of travelling to a courthouse combined with the low number of defendants and
attorneys moving through the courts in rural areas might make Standard 4 compliance seem
unwieldy or impractical. Viable methods for overcoming such challenges are possible, however,
and one potential solution was executed during the 63rd District’s pilot program in Kent County.
At the start of the program, the district “did not have the proper equipment for the attorney for
the Kent County Office of the Defender to connect to the jail,” reported Kevin McKay, Court
Administrator for the 63rd District.120 This meant an arraignment attorney had to find an open
courtroom to confidentially speak with her in-custody clients, or phone in to the jail’s video room
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from the court. 121 This issue was eliminated after the court obtained the license and equipment
needed for Polycom videoconferencing technology that provided attorneys valuable facetime
with their in-custody defendants.122 After the system was in place, the arraignment attorney on
duty was able to converse with in-custody defendants before their court appearances. This
allowed attorneys to talk to clients from the convenience of their office, and then travel to the
courtroom to be present for in-court arraignments. This helped attorneys balance their
caseloads and their arraignment duties.
The total cost of the license and video equipment was under $200 for the 63rd District, 123 though
it may be slightly more in jurisdictions that cannot provide easy access to a desktop computer in
their courtrooms. The system – and other teleconferencing systems like it – provides for
interactions between two or more parties who use the software from their laptop or desktop
computer. A free mobile application is also available for attorneys using this equipment on their
tablets or mobile devices. Based on the low cost and the relative ease of access of this tool, many
rural areas could benefit from providing counsel at first appearance through a videoconferencing
system.
WALK-IN ARRAIGNMENTS
Another issue that may stall compliance efforts surrounds walk-in arraignments. Standard 4
requires attorneys to be present to represent defendants regardless of whether the defendant is
scheduled to appear, but in many places walk-in arraignments are few in number. Jurisdictions
working to comply with Standard 4 might find arraignment attorneys sitting inactive as they await
defendants who need on-the-spot representation. For example, attorneys involved in the 63rd
District pilot program found themselves sitting in court waiting for walk-in arraignments after the
scheduled arraignments were completed for the day, even though Kent County does not see
many walk-in arraignments. 124 According to some attorneys who participated in the program,
most of this walk-in time was down time that could have been better spent handling other
matters. 125
Though the infrequency of walk-in arraignments is a reality for many places in Michigan, funding
units that already utilize a walk-in system should not feel pressured to alter the structure if their
current methods are successful.
Systems may adopt a plan where local attorneys serve as on-call counsel for walk-ins. In this
hypothetical, a funding unit could contract with local attorneys to pay them for any walk-ins they
see. This type of model would probably be most beneficial in areas where a lawyer’s practice is
within a reasonable distance from the courthouse, and the defendant could choose to wait for
the lawyer to arrive or waive counsel at this stage. In one Southeast Michigan county, for
instance, walk-in defendants who tell the judge they want to plead guilty can do so once the city
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attorney comes to the courthouse from city hall.126 For suburban or urban areas, it would likely
present little inconvenience to call a nearby defense attorney for walk-ins in the same manner.
However, the on-call system would not necessarily preclude attorneys from providing counsel to
walk-in defendants remotely in more rural places, with attorneys again relying on
teleconferencing to represent defendants at arraignment.
OVERNIGHT, WEEKEND, AND HOLIDAY ARRAIGNMENTS
Some district courts in Michigan only conduct arraignments on specific days or until the court
closes, while others follow established procedures to provide arraignments after regular business
hours and on the weekends. For the indigent criminal defense systems that already have
preexisting overnight, weekend, or holiday arraignment structures, compliance with Standard 4
will require attorneys to represent all defendants who appear during these off-peak proceedings.
These proceedings are just as critical as arraignments conducted during regular court hours, so
defendants remain entitled to defense counsel during overnight, weekend, and holiday
appearances. Jurisdictions with these systems already in place might achieve compliance by
instituting some form of on-call rotation, perhaps utilizing nearby public defender offices or
contract attorneys to staff the court as it is needed. Video arraignments may diminish
compliance issues in this area as well. Though the timing of these arraignments may pose
scheduling inconveniences to the defense attorneys involved, compliance can offer “greater
protections for indigent defendants, and [can lead to] superior criminal justice outcomes.” 127
CONFLICTS
Many judges, court administrators, and defense attorneys often express concern over whether
arraignment attorneys will be prone to client conflicts that interfere with their day-to-day
practices. The MIDC believes conflicts can be minimized through the limited representation
model seen in the 55th and 63rd District Courts, since the lawyer’s representation is for bond
purposes only. In the Kent County program specifically, regional consultants for the MIDC have
found a lack of conflict for arraignment lawyers representing codefendants within the 63rd
District. Because of the limited nature of the representation at that stage, conflicts are thought
to be minimal if they exist at all. In fact, the paperwork detailing the assignment of counsel in
the 63rd District informs defendants that the lawyer they receive the day of their arraignment will
not be the attorney for the entire case.128 The clearly limited nature of the representation helped
the program remain free of attorney conflict.
For rural areas with fewer attorneys, such as northern Michigan and the Upper Peninsula, it may
be less plausible to provide one attorney for limited representation at arraignments and then
another to carry the case through its disposition. In these environments, it may make sense for
arraignment attorneys to provide entirely vertical representation in the event conflicts do not
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arise at the initial arraignment. As with the other compliance methods, the effectiveness of any
of these tactics will vary based on the characteristics of the local system, and each should
determine which compliance plans will function most effectively in that jurisdiction.
DELAY
Another common concern among Michigan’s indigent defense offices is the impact this standard
will have on the use of court time and the potential for a delayed process that might result in
more time in custody for indigent clients awaiting arraignment. The MIDC does not expect that
well-structured compliance systems will slow down a jurisdiction’s usual pace of arraignments.
In a letter of support for the MIDC’s proposed standards, Chief Judge Donald Allen for the 55th
District celebrated the district’s pilot program for its impact on courtroom efficiency. 129 “Having
counsel available at first appearance resulted in efficient court proceedings,” the Judge Allen
wrote, noting the average life of a case age “decreased . . . from 32.65 days to 26.22 days”130
during the program’s lifetime. Moreover, Judge Allen saw his “court’s failure to appear rate
decrease[] from 124 to 113,” 131 which also indicates the program’s effective utilization of court
time. With fewer no-show defendants, judges typically issue fewer bench warrants. Since bench
warrants eventually force a court to spend extra time on a single defendant, a decrease in failures
to appear allows for more effective use of docket time by eliminating the need to repeat pretrials
for the same defendant.
Compliance with Standard 4 is not intended to keep people incarcerated longer as they await
trial, and statistics for the 55th District program and similar programs in other states indicate this
is not a consequence of counsel at first appearance. Chief Judge Donald Allen, Jr. praised the 55th
District’s program for its effect on defendants’ times in jail, noting a decrease in the average time
of arraignment from 8.99 days to 6.443 days. 132 A similar first appearance project was
implemented in a rural New York county, and the review study saw no increase in the length of
pretrial incarceration over the program’s two year duration. 133 If implemented properly,
Standard 4 compliance plans should not increase the length of time a defendant spends in jail
waiting for her trial.
Ideally, compliance plans will be created after thorough coordination with the local funding unit,
judges, court administrators, and local attorneys to determine a model to meet everyone’s needs
while working to protect the rights of all defendants. As stated, these challenges represent only
a few that local districts may face, and the corresponding solutions explore a limited number of
ways to tackle them.
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COMPLIANCE PROCESS
REQUEST GRANT FUNDING
The MIDC Act provides a process for the formation of state-funded compliance plans to meet the
standards. 134 Compliance plans in all these areas will be submitted together with a request for
any funding necessary beyond the local share.135 For that reason, the standards should not be
examined in the framework of status quo indigent defense delivery. Rather, they establish
requirements for system changes to be implemented through state funding.
COLLECT AND SUBMIT DATA TO THE MIDC
In order to comply with Standard 4, the MIDC will be collecting system and case data points from
the local delivery systems. The system-wide data points seek information about the Delivery
model(s) for provision of counsel at first appearance. The case-level data points will seek
information about (1) the presence of counsel at first appearance, (2) the mechanism by which
counsel at first appearance was provided, and (3) the type and amount of bail issued, if any.
Information about such reporting will be detailed in the grant administration process.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of the standard is to ensure representation of counsel when a judge or magistrate
makes an initial custody determination and other critical stages. An indigent defendant will be
introduced to the criminal justice process by an attorney and will be less likely to be placed in
custody. The presence of counsel or a proper informed waiver will ensure that far fewer indigent
defendants plead guilty in Michigan without an understanding of the consequences. Compliance
with Standard 4 will ensure that these fundamental principles of effective representation are met.
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